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My name is
____________________________
Today is _____________________.
I know the names of the vowels:

Aa, Ee, Ii, Oo, Uu, and Yy
ing is special because I can add
it to any y word: fly ing

Adding ing to words ending with y is easy: just do it. Try it:
1) These birds are _________________ pretty close to each another.
fly

Did you write flying?

2) Do you think they have been__________________ on each other?
spy
3) Is one of them ______________ to protect its nest from the other?
try
4) Do you see any baby birds that might be ___________________?
cry
5) Maybe it’s been raining and they are _____________ their wings.
dry
6) Is it possible birds enjoy _________________ close to each other?
fly
7) Do think they could be _____________ to show off for each other?
try
Rule: I can add ing to any y word, I just do it.
Ans: 1) flying, 2) spying, 3) trying, 4) crying, 5) drying, 6) flying, 7) trying.
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My name is
___________________________
Today is
___________________________.
I know the names of the vowels:

Aa, Ee, Ii, Oo, Uu, and Yy
¶The rule for adding ing to
any y word is: just do it.
try è trying

say è saying

Adding ing to words ending with y is easy: just do it. J Try it:
1) These birds are _____________________ on their own branches.
stay
2) Do you think they are ___________________ with one another?
play
3) What do you think they are __________________ to each other?
say
4) Do you think one of them is ___________ a joke on the other two?
play
5) Would you say they are ______________________ pretty colors?
display
6) Do they seem to be _________________ attention to something we
cannot see?

pay

Ans: 1) staying, 2) playing, 3) saying, 4) playing, 5) displaying, 6) paying.
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My name is
____________________________
I know the names of the vowels:

Aa, Ee, Ii, Oo, Uu, and Yy
¶The rule for adding ing to
any y word is: just do it.
say è saying bray è braying
Why is ing special? ____________
____________________________
Ans: ing can be added to any y word

The word bray means to make a loud, harsh call.

Adding ing to words ending with y is easy: just do it. J Try it:
1) Usually we say donkeys bray; is this coyote _________________?
bray
2) Would you say that howling and _______________ are very alike?
bray
3) When coyotes are braying, are they _______________ something to
each other?

say

4) Are the coyotes just ________________ a game when they howl?
play
5) Could coyotes be _____________________ important information
when they howl and bray at night? convey
Convey means to carry an item or an idea.
Ans: 1) braying, 2) braying, 3) saying, 4) playing, 5) conveying. Note: ey says long a in this word set:
they, obey, hey, prey, convey, survey. (ey as long e: honey, monkey)
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My name is
___________________________
Today is ___________________.
I know the names of the vowels:

________________________
I can write the rule for adding
ing to any y word: __________
___________________________
___________________________
Do you see a bee in this honeycomb?

yes

no

Adding ing to words ending with y is easy: just do it. J Try it:
1) Could this bee be ______________________ pollen into its hive?
carry
2) Could we say bees are good at _____________________ pollen?
convey
3) Does it seem like bees are always _________________ from one
plant to another?

hurry

4) Bees do not seem to worry about us. Should we be ____________
about them?

worry

5) A person allergic to bees might be _______________ about them.
worry
Answer for top box: Rule: I can add ing to any y word, I just do it.
1) carrying, 2) conveying, 3) hurrying, 4) worrying, 5) worrying.
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